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Sonia and Rahul are free
for now
RONIKA RATRA. NEW DELHI

Congress president Sonia Gandhi and
Vice President Rahul Gandhi were
summoned to the court for the National
Herald case and got bail within 15
minutes . However they have to come
back to the court on 20th february.
This case is about Sonia Gandhi along
with six other people who illegally
captured National Herald’s property.
Other than Sonia Gandhi, Rahul Gandhi,
Motilal Vohra, Oscar Fernandes, Sam
Pitroda and Suman Dubey were a part of
this case. Sonia Gandhi along with other
members were given bail without any
conditions opposed on them. Sonia’s bail
was given by A K Antony and Rahul’s
bail was given by Priyanka Vadra. Now
the question arises that for how lon wil
this case stress the Gandhi’s.
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First Kejriwal, Now kirti
attacks
Jaitely,
BJP
calls him fake
VISHAKHA BHAGAT, NEW DELHI

BJP MP Kirti Azad targeted his own party
member Arun Jaitely in a press
conference on Sunday imposing on him
the allegation of irregularities in DDCA
(Delhi District Cricket Association.)
The whole case started when a CBI raid
happened at Delhi’s CM Arvind Kejriwal
office and he accused Arun Jaitely in
defence.After this Kirti Azad BJP MP
and a former Indian Cricket player came
up with 52 questions to the ministers
though he didn’t named Jaitely. However,
BJP came in a support of Jaitely.”We are
proud of impeccable Qualities of honesty,
integrity and credibility of Arun Jaitely”,
said Ravi Shanker Prasad, Union Minister.
Arun Jaitely will file a defamation case
against Kejriwal.
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Oath delayed of UP’s lokayukta, SC will
hear the matter
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‘Temples should be freed from govt
control’
VISHAKHA,KERALA:
Kummanam Rajasethan , the new
Kerala’s BJP President said on
Saturday that the temples should
be free from govrenment control
regarding three temples which
are under the state government
who has been the secretary of
Hindu aikya vedi since 1992 “
Wehave the same approach
regarding
encroachment
on
wakf” he said . Their aim for next
pools in the

is to come in power. “During
earlier polls, the party used to say
that it’s aim is to open an account
. But this time we are contesting
for coming to power by securing
70 plus seats,”he said. As the
people of Kerala are waiting for a
change to happen.

Cong leader Shashi Tharoor
introduces homosexuality bill
VISHAKH, UTTAR PRADESH : Vijender Singh former High court

judge who was supposed to take his oath as the new lokayukta of
UP today as many objections were raised on his appointment by
SC . “Since it has been stated by the learned Additional Advocate
General for the state of UP that the oath has now been deferred to
await further proceedings in this matter, let the matter be listed
before the appropriate bench on 4th january 2015 “ said a bench
led by A K Goel. Despite various orders by SC the UP govt failed
to appoint the new lokayukta . After the letter of High Court
Chief Justice D Y Chandrachud to the Governor SC stopped the
oath.

VISHAKHA, DELHI : Congress MP Shashi Tharoor introduced
a bill in Lok Sabha to decriminalise the gay sex, which was
further rejected on Friday. This was said to be a substitute foe
section 377 in Indian Penal Code . There were only 24 votes in
favour a whereas 71 votes in against. He wanted to ammend
Indian penal code section which criminalises ‘carnal intercourse
against the order of nature’ . After the rejection Tharoor tweeted
that it was “surprising to see such intolerence “ in the matter of this
bill. “Notice of intent to oppose introduction of bill came so late that
there was no time to rally support . Will try again in future . We
shall overcome” his tweet read.
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Adopt, host and dine with a dalit family:
RSS’s new mantra
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Modi at DGP’s conference

VISHAKHA, DELHI: Prime Minister Narendra Modi who is in
Bhuj attending DGP conference did yoga and went to a walk with
Home Minister Rajnath Singh to see the rising sun . He attended
back to back presentations by the top police officers. Eight yoga
instructors were called for the yoga session on Sunday.

Journalist arrested for wrong news on
Pak’s flag
VISHAKHA , DELHI : The RSS’s volunteers in all over the country
will now adopt at least one family from the community to dine with
them nad work with them to bring theminto the mainstream society .
Perhaps this can br considered as an amalgam to contain the damage
from RSS’s chief Mohan Bhagwat’s remark on rethinking of the quota
system. “our volunteers would adopt a dalit family each , develop and
maintain cordial relations with them, meet them regularly , dine with
them and invite the dalit family home. “ said the Sangh’s Awadh Prant
Sah Prachar Pramukh , Diwakar Awasthi .

VISHAKHA, RAJASTHAN: A photojournalist
alongwith two senior editos were arrested on Friday
under tough anti hate laws after a “misleading” report
about a “Pakistani flag” being raised in the town which
was published in Dainik Bhaskar . “It is a religious flag
and not a Pakistani flag as was made out by the news
report . It is hoisted annually”. The bail has been refused
by the Chief Judicial Magistrate . His lawyer will file a
new plea on monday.
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Engineer died due to negligence of the captian
RONIKA, MAHARASHTRA:Subranyam who was an engineer was sucked into
the second engine leading to an instant death . On Wednesday night , the
comanding pilot A.G Sharma started the engine without any clearance from the
ground level and he was passing by the plane and got caught in the engine .
“Such a practice has now become common in air India. The DGCA norm two state
that two engineers must walk along side both the wings of an aircraft during the
pushback. While one engineer should be present near the aircraft lnows to
coordinate with the pilot. With staff thev norms had not followed body carreier .”

Hema Upadhyay’s ring was found in truck
RONIKA, MUMBAI: Mumbai’s police claimed that they had found the
ring of Hema Upadhyay was murdered last week. A truck was found
which was used to ferry her body. The ring was found in that truck which
was owned by the accused arrested Vijay Rajbhar . Police informed about
the finding of the ring to the local court on Saturday. More investigation
are going to solve the mystry of Hema upadhaya a celebrated artist.

13 year old molested and died in moga, father
took his words back
RONIKA, LUDHIANA : rshdeep Kur a 13 year old girl was molested and was pushed out
of the moving car on 29th april. The father took back his statement given earlier during a
hearing on Friday. A senior police officer confirmed “ In an earlier statement Sukhdev
Singh had said that his wife had narrated the entire incident but today he siad that he
doesn’t know anything.”
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In Chhattisgarh , a rape
accused remains unpunished
VISHAKHA,CHHATISGARH: Women narrated the
brutality which they sufferd by a joint team of
paramilitary and police. An FIR was lodged by the
police and they also went to meet to suffered
eyewitnesses . “Two men held my hands down on either
side . Another man sat on my legs and raped me.They
said I was meant to be killed but I was being spared .
They said the next time I would be dead. I became
unconsious when it was happening.”
Congress MLA’s visited area and uncovered the more
violence. “It is clear that the forces acted in manner ti
intend fear and terror in the villages.”
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Kolkata trams seeks called as
heritage tag
VISHAKHA, KOLKATA: Calcutta Tramways Company , have sought a
world heritage tag for its trams from UNESCO which was going through
a burden of mounting losses and no scope for gaining any revenue.
Nilanjan Sandhilya , MD of CTC said “I will my best to achieve this
long cherished objective of an unique transport system “ . They have
taken an example from the Darjeeling Himalaya Railway widely known
as the “toy train” the world heritage tag from UNESCO.
Many citizens had stopped using it due to infrequent services , low
speed and fixed routes.

Crises on Arunachal Pradesh due to cong confrontation
VISHAKHA, ARUNACHAL PRADESH: The congress has decided to confront Governor J P Rajkhowa on his decision
of calling a emergency session of the state assembly on Wednesday . They will advice the governor to stick to the
original scheduled of the assembly session on J anuary 14 . The notices by 11 BJP legislatures and some independent
minister can go against the speaker Tuki.
Ghulam Nabi Azad the leader of the opposition will raise the issue at the Rajya Sabha claiming that the Governor was
“interfering” . Congress has demanded the removal of Rajkhowa and an apology letter from the Prime Minster
Narendra Modi for this kind of “murder of democracy”.
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Capital witnessed the
agitation
VISHAKHA, NEW DELHI: Yesterday the national capital
saw a huge whoirl by the protesters who didn’t wanted
the juvenile to be released. His advocate A P Singh told
that he had talked to him and said” I spoke to him
around 5 p.m. He is free and at the shelter home and
will come out of there in a few days”.On Sunday
Swati Maliwal, the head of DWC wrote to principal
magistrate of juvenile justice board .The DWC petition
claimed that there is a “serious hienous crime
comitted” by the juvenile.

Cut in IGI airport charges by
93%
VISHAKHA, NEW DELHI: There will be 93% cut in
airport charges from the next year for passengers flying
in and out of Delhi’s IGI airport. The reduction is
ordered by airports economic regulatory authority of
India (AERA).
This company has ordered no develpoment fee on
arriving passangers both domestic and international.
“This is a very pro- consumer order and will help boost
air travel. Passengers should not be forced to bear the
develpoment cost of an airport” said Subhash Goyal,
president Indian Association of Tour Operators.

‘April 1’ vacuum clean road in Delhi
AKANSHA, NEW DELHI: The Supreme court on Wednesday set
April 1 for deadline the Arvind Kejriwal government and BJP
run in Delhi to take a host of curb pollution. They construct
new one’s where they vacuum clean streets and stop burning
of bio waste. The NCT government directed the bench “to take
steps for repair of payments and the same are missing and also
take immediate steps for vacuum cleaning vehicles for use on
delhi roads but not later than April 1, 2016. Waste burning too
was a major cause of air pollution.
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Retail and wholesale price hike
RONIKA, NEW DELHI: For the fourth straight month there
has been increase in retail prices by 5.41% in November .
Wholesale also witnessed the rising trend. Even the
household kitchen budget grew from 5.25% in the
previous months to 6.07% in November because of the
hike in prices. Food prices are growing up at a high
speed. Experts said that the maintaining the price below
5% could be a challenge. “RBI is more likely to achieve
it’s January 2016 inflation target, achieving medium term
target of 5% would remain challenging”, said Devendra ,
chief economist.

Diesel vehicle ban
AKANSHA, NEW DELHI: Supreme Court banned
registration of diesel vehicles above 2,000cc in
the NCR region for three months. This step has
been taken by looking at the pollution levels in
Delhi.The automobile industry is highly affected
with this decision of the court. The element
around doing business in India just went up
because of this decision.The government shows
that it’s trying hard to improve business
conditions
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Google to start many projects in
India
RONIKA, NEW DELHI: Google is focussing on country –
specific, regional language content and new campuses in
India. Scores of cricket in real time, an expansive new
campus in Hydrabad, all these bring abouts are done by
Google. Talking about all these things at an event in
New Delhi on Wednesday, Google CEO Sundar Pichai
also told about the two new projects: Project Loon and
Tap to Translate. Project Loon will help connect towns
and villages without the usage of cables. Tap to
Translate project provides the facility to translate into
almost a dozen languages as one will type and this
facility will be present on all application on Android
devices.There is more to come from Google and people
are looking forward to it.

4G service to be given to RIL
employees
RONIKA, NEW DELHI: RIL, a company led by Mukesh
Ambani will launch it’s 4G service but only for it’s
employees on December 27 on the 83th birth
anniversary of Dhirubhai Ambani. Bollywood superstar
Shahrukh Khan and music director A R Rehman will also
be present at the event which is going to be held at the
Reliance Corporate Park in Navi Mumbai.
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“Nirbhaya” is “Jyoti”
VISHAKHA,DELHI

A brutal gangrape in Delhi which moved a nation three years ago, the mother of the 23 years old woman’s called her by her actual
name. An incident that shook the whole country especially youth . Everyone wanted justice , everyone wanted current punishment.
We were angry and we acted the way it was needed. Delhi’s collectively memory was forever scarred by that gangrape and
subsequent death. The world called her “Nirbhaya” , but today she is jyoti, who lit the minds of our nation to stand up and do
something. All the accused were sentenced for death panelty except the juvenile who was sentenced for three years of detention and
today he was released . The juvenile justice board ordered to give an amount of ten thousand rupees with a tailoring machine. But
the victim’s family an emotional appeal to keep the incarcerated the youngest man convicted for the rape of their daughter . From
an anguished family this statement was completely justified . Not much has chnaged since december 16, 2012. Still women feel
unsafe as rapists roam free in the capital of the of world’s largest democracy. There was huge protest against the releasing of
the juvenile but their voice didn’t reached to our lawmaker . The protest and the challenges failed to prevent the release. Even
Subramanian swamy filed a legal challnged but that too didn’t worked . And the rapist is out, will live his life freely .but what about
those parents who lost their daughter. They will not be able to trust our country’s justice anymore. This case forced our system to
take a huge act strongly when it comes to women’s security. Despite all the attention nad agitation., we are still here. As police
stations are still unsympathetic for women. Streets still stay dull at night and safe public transpot is still a dream for women. The
concerned authorities should look into the matter and start impleting measures for betterement of the hafl or society.
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Asad’s future in danger as UN
supports Syria peace process
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Saudi women head to landmark
elections

RONIKA, NEW DELHI: A peace process which is set to
have began next month is supported by the UN Security
Council , thinking this process to be a solution to th e civil
war which is going on in syria. On Friday , council adopted a
resolution with the top priority of defeating ‘Islamic Group’
. But the role of Syrian President Bashar Assad was missing .
US secretary of state John Kerry said that “Assad has lost
the ability to unite the country “ . He also told the media
that additional restrictions are also there on which American
govt is working on.

Terrorist attack warning by US
Embassy in Pakistan
RONIKA, NEW DELHI: Christmas and New year can
bear attacks in Islamabad during period . Crowded
areas which include places likes worship place and
shopping centers are likely to be targeted . Embassy
revised threat information regarding these attacks in
late December . Embassy adviced American citizens
to be cautioned during the holiday period . People are
also advised to minimize their travel to the places
where crowed is expected . US issued travel warning
for Pakistan on Aug 28rd and a worldwide travel alert on
Nov 23rd .

RONIKA, NEW DELHI: For the first time , Saudi Arabians this
year noted with the inclusion of women both as voters and as
candidates also. More than 130,000 women registered to vote
out of 980 were the candidates .17 women won seats in the
Saudi Arabia poll. This election opened the gates for women to
stand equally with men . This is an important step especially for a
country like Saudi Arabia where women are banned from driving
and are dependent on male for most of the decisions. A teacher
was the first women to be declared a winner . “Even if it was
only one woman , we’r really proud of that . Honestly we were
not expecting anyone to win “ said Sahar Hassan Nasif , a
women’s rights activist in the red sea city of Jeddah . So this was
an epic movement in Saudi Arabia.
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Rival comment on Vijendra’s
career
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Barinder Sran- new face of Indian
ODI team

AKANSHA, NEW DELHI: Vijender Singh would be an
another victory when he takes on the expereince Bulgarian
boxer Samet Hyuseinior in his next professional in
Manchester on Saturday. Vijender Singh has completely
dominated for his rivals but the bulgarian is not worried
about that when the two face off. Hyuseinior has 14 fights
with 7 victories as a professional boxer . Bulgarian
Hyuseinior comment that Vijender has not impressive
record of career . He wants to be a film star , just a
handsome boy who doesn’t want to get punched on his
face.

PREET, NEW DELHI: He is seen as the missing link in the jigsaw
puzzle called the Indian ODI team . Punjab’s 23 year old Brinder
sran is expected to be the new face of the “weapon” that helped
India reach dizzy heights in the last decade and more the left arm
seamer .His standout performance came in a recent one day
match in the Vijay hazare trophy against Assam . Punjab had put
on 327 on the board and Assam needed five over the last over
to sael the issue very acieveable in modern day cricket . Sran was
given the responsibility and he ended up owling foue balls and
punjab won the game by a run .Harbhajan Singh then tweeted that
it was only the better last overs he had seen.
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Rajkot and Pune to play in
2016 IPL
AKANSHA, NEW DELHI: The two new Indain
Premier League teams, Pune and Rajkot, will select the
player draft, which will be held in Mumbai on Tuesday.
All players including some of the biggest names Dhoni
, Sures Rain, Ajinkya Rahane, Ravindra Jadega and
Brendom Mc Cullum will be available during the draft.
Intex’s Keshav Bansal says he wants a player who are
doing well later and at at the draft they wan t
“aggressive batsman in their team”.

17 year old from B’luru sent
for a Spanish Ball
PREET, NEW DELHI: In B’luru . The 17 year old boy ,
Ishan Pandita , took a break from studies to pursue his
passion for football and in present time the is on the
verge of an acheivement and perhaps that too beyond
his wildest imaginations . The teenager is going to make
it to a bai European club . He has taken baby steps
towards international glory by becoming the first Indian
to be a part of the under 18 team of spanish second
division clun OD Almieria, which played in La Liza last
seasm. Hecan play both as a striker and left winger .
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Dilwale won over Bajirao Mastani on the first day
RONIKA, NEW DELHI: The much awaited movies were released this
Friday, Rohit Shetty’ Dilwale and Bhansali’s Bajirao Mastani . The first
round of this clash is won by Shetty’s Dilwale by collecting Rs21 crore on
the first day whereas Bhansali’s Bajirao Mastani collected Rs12 crore .
Bajirao is a movie based on the love story of Maratha warroir Peshwa
Bajirao (Ranveer Singh) and Mastani (Deepika Padukon) where Priyanka
Chopra is playing Bajirao’s first wife Kashibai role . Talking about
Dilwale, starring the most iconic pair Shahrukh Khan and Kajol after a
period of five years alongwith Varun Dhawan and Heropanti fame Kriti
Sanon . The movie is a drama including romance, comedy and action. No
more big release are scheduled for next two three weeks so these movies
are expected run for a longer period of time at the box office. So the
question is who will win this race Bajirao or Dilwale.

Biopic on Saina Nehwal, a film on
“Tigress beti”
RONIKA, NEW DELHI: The writer actor-actor -director Amol Gupte is making a
film on Indian Badminton champion Saina Nehwal . Telling about the
uniqueness of the movie Gupte added “How many times we have encountered
either a male or female Indian get prime ranking in world sport ? None except
Saina Nehwal . That makes it different . It’s a story of ‘tigress bet’s ’ , ‘princess
beti ’ who has set fire to the badminton court like no one lese before”. This biopic
will trace the journey of Saina the first indian to won a medal in badminton at
the Olympics.This movie will interest the youth the most as it will be an
inspiration for them for Saina is a young girl who has reached such a height in so
less time . The nation needs to know the story of “world’s no.1 beti’ an icon for
the youthand the old for long time to come “ Amol said.
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